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SUB-ZERO AND WOLF

PERFORMANCE

It’s the results
that matter

Yes, our products are designed to look
beautiful, and of course they’re built
to last. But our ultimate goal is to make
your food taste great. We don’t do
technology for technology’s sake.
A Sub-Zero refrigerator is controlled
by a sensitive microprocessor, because
that way your food is always stored at
the perfect temperature. A Wolf dualstacked burner has a refined control
that can go from the lightest simmer to
a furnace-like heat in seconds, because
that’s what a cook needs.
Our equipment is built to professional
standards, but you don’t need to be
a professional to appreciate them.
Whatever your level of skill in the kitchen,
our easy-to-use technology is designed
to make cooking a pleasure, inspiring
you to cook with confidence and to
achieve perfect results, time after time.
After all, as the saying goes, the proof
of the pudding is in the eating.
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SUB-ZERO AND WOLF

SUB-ZERO AND WOLF

Sub-Zero
The preservation specialist

We are experts at refrigeration, combining advanced
technology and outstanding build quality to deliver
perfect results. Our dual refrigeration system keeps
fresh food fresher and preserves frozen food for
longer, minimising waste and maximising flavour.
And despite their often impressive size, our units
are so energy efficient they use less power than
a 100-watt light bulb.
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SUB-ZERO

THE PRESERVATION SPECIALIST

Dual compressors
ensure optimum
storage throughout
Fresh and frozen foods need different
environments to keep them at their
best. Frozen foods need frigid, dry
conditions, while fresh foods need
chilly, humid air to keep them from
drying out. Yet most fridge/freezers
circulate the same super-dry air from
the freezer round the whole unit, taking
with it undesirable smells and flavours
that can taint and spoil your food.
Not Sub-Zero.

Our dual refrigeration system means
that both the freezer and the fridge have
their own independent sealed system,
each run by its own compressor.
What does that mean? It means that
your ice cream stays creamier, your
salad doesn’t wilt, your fridge never
has that stale metallic smell, and your
ice never tastes of fish. It’s not rocket
science. All it takes is a little more
thought, and a lot more care.

Because each side has its own
compressor, both fridge and freezer
have the optimum food storage
conditions for food preservation,
plus unwanted food smells aren’t
circulated between the two.

Sub-Zero Built-in Refrigerator/Freezer
with external ice maker and water
dispenser (ICBBI-48SD/S) and Wine
Preservation (ICBWS-30G/S)
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THE PRESERVATION SPECIALIST

SUB-ZERO

Sub-Zero
Collection

The Sub-Zero collection is versatile
and stylish enough to look at home in
any kitchen, whether contemporary or
traditional. Because we’ve been doing
this longer than anyone else, we know
more than anyone else, and that shows
in the breadth and depth of our range.
We have styles and configurations to
appeal to every taste and to suit any
look, with a wide choice of sizes to fit
every kitchen.

There are three lines: the built-in line,
for the classic Sub-Zero look, with its
sleek lines and iconic design touches;
the Sub-Zero PRO line, a bold style
statement second to none; and our
Integrated line, designed to totally
disappear into your kitchen so that
nothing gets in the way of your creative
vision. Each has its own distinct look,
but all have the same obsessive
attention to detail and build quality
that makes Sub-Zero a class apart.

BUILT-IN

PRO

INTEGRATED

This range offers the classic Sub-Zero
look and is designed for those who
want their units built into their kitchen,
but still want to see the products’
handsome lines and sleek hinges,
and the stylish sheen of heavy-gauge
stainless steel. Alternatively you
can customise the built-in units with
your choice of finish or with Sub-Zero
classic stainless panels, either to
match or act as a counterpoint to
surrounding cabinetry.

The height of industrial chic, the PRO
is more sculpture than refrigerator.
Crafted from stainless steel inside
and out, it is the ultimate in food
preservation technology. Built to
keep your food in ideal conditions
at all times, its powerful presence
will be a talking point of any kitchen.
Available as built-in or free-standing.

Totally integrated with your cabinets,
with no visible hinges or grilles, these
are designed to blend seamlessly
with your kitchen, matching your other
cabinetry so perfectly that only you
will know where they are. They are
also flexible enough to be placed
wherever you need refrigeration or
wine storage, such as a dining room,
study, den or bedroom. Completely
bespoke, the quality of the cabinetmaking is exceptional.

Sub-Zero Integrated Refrigerator/
Freezer (ICB700TCI) and Wine
Preservation (ICB427RG)
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SUB-ZERO

THE PRESERVATION SPECIALIST

Sub-Zero
Built-in
Sub-Zero’s trademark steel doors
and louvred grille combine industrial
chic with the unmistakable stamp
of quality.

Sleek clean designs, exceptional materials and that
unmistakable louvred grille. Our built-in units come
in many configurations and a wide variety of sizes,
but they all make a statement. Whether you choose
our trademark stainless steel doors or bespoke
cabinets to match your kitchen, our units are perfectly
at home in traditional or contemporary designs.
They naturally become a focal point of any kitchen.

Sub-Zero Built-in All Refrigeration
(ICBBI-36R/S) and All Freezer
(ICBBI-36F/S) arranged side by side
with a dual wide grille
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SUB-ZERO

THE PRESERVATION SPECIALIST

Sub-Zero
PRO
Just like the bold exterior, the whole
interior of the fridge and its drawers
is sculpted from stainless steel.

As much a sculpture as a fridge, the Sub-Zero PRO is
the ultimate kitchen style statement. Crafted entirely from
heavy-gauge stainless steel, it is also available with a
UV-resistant glass door, so you can see the workmanship
inside and out. The quintessential refrigerator, it is a
masterpiece of functional design, built to preserve your
food in ideal conditions at all times.

Sub-Zero PRO Refrigerator/Freezer
with glass door (ICB648PROG)
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SUB-ZERO AND WOLF

SUB-ZERO AND WOLF

Sub-Zero
Wine preservation

Great wine needs be nurtured and cared for to enjoy
it at its best. Sub-Zero wine storage units are designed
to keep your finest wine in perfect condition by keeping
it in perfect conditions. Sub-Zero understands the
four enemies of wine – temperature, humidity, light
and vibration – better than anyone, and painstakingly
creates equipment that protects your wine from each
one. Crafted from stainless steel, with UV-resistant
glass, cherry wood slats and smoothly gliding shelves,
its two independent storage zones always maintain
the ideal temperature and humidity. After all, when it
comes to wine, it’s what’s on the inside that counts.
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SUB-ZERO

WINE PRESERVATION

When you buy the
best, you want it
to stay the best

It’s often said that there is no such
thing as a great wine, only great bottles
of wine. That’s because quality varies
so much from one bottle to another,
largely as a result of varying storage
conditions. Sub-Zero carefully designs
its wine preservation units so that you’re
never disappointed. Much more than
mere coolers, they provide the perfect
storage conditions, protecting against
the adverse heat, humidity, light and
vibration that can damage your wine.
Two independent storage zones,
each sealed and digitally controlled,
allow you to simultaneously maintain
perfect cellar and serving conditions
in the same unit. Microprocessor
control maintains even temperatures
to within one degree of your presets.
The ultraviolet glass panel filters out the
harmful rays that can cause premature
aging. The quiet compressor lets wines
rest undisturbed, without the vibration
that can harm delicate wines. Shelves
glide out smoothly, providing access
without agitation. The result? Perfect
conditions, and perfect wine.

Sub-Zero Wine Preservation (ICB424G/S)
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SUB-ZERO AND WOLF

SUB-ZERO AND WOLF

Wolf
The cooking specialist

Wolf has been building cooking equipment to satisfy
the most demanding professional chefs and domestic
cooks for more than 70 years. Hand crafted from superb
materials, these are clearly cookers that are built to do
a job – and they do it to perfection. From the rugged
good looks of our ranges, to the sleek lines of our new
E Series ovens, our equipment is designed to inspire you
to cook with confidence with a wide range of options
to suit any kitchen and cooking style.
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WOLF

THE COOKING SPECIALIST

Wolf controls are designed to be
efficient, intuitive and extremely
precise.

CONTROL
Classic design, outstanding build
quality, perfect results. With a Wolf
range, you’re always in total control of
your cooking. Dual-stacked burners
offer pinpoint power and performance,
delivering the exact heat you need,
from extremely low flame for gentle
simmering to a furnace-like 16,000Btu
heat for searing. And with a concealed
electronic touch-sensitive control panel
that rotates when the range is in use,
even the finest adjustments are always
at your fingertips, giving you the control
you need to cook with confidence.
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